
Public transport 
 
 
Introduction 
 
I go to school at VIS which has recently has become an eco school. But every time I go to school I                      
see a whole parking lot stuffed with cars and wonder how our school became an eco school with                  
these cars being driven by us for transport which consequently give out carbon dioxide to the air                 
that everyone breathes. I think that people should use public transport instead of cars. And my                
reasons are that public transport is better than car, it is better for the environment, and there are                  
more options for public transport than for car. 
 
Paragraph 1 
 
My first reason is that there are more options for public transport than for car. If for instance you                   
want to get to school you should use public transport. Sometimes cars can be useful but if it is not                    
absolutely necessary like if you have to drive a very long distance, then using public transport is                 
better. And anyway there might be so many different brands and forms a car can be in and from                   
but public transport gives you so many options like: bus, train, u-bahn, and many other more                
vehicle options. But the best options are renting/buying bikes and if you walk it costs you not a                  
cent, and those options are the best because they release absolutely no carbon dioxide So think                
about it, if you can you should use public transport. 
 
Paragraph 2 
 
The most important reason is that public transport is better for the environment; I think that                
because public transport releases less greenhouse gases which decreases the greenhouse effect.            
Also public transport can take more people from one place to another for less fuel and using less                  
fuel means less burning of fossil fuels and less burning of fossil fuels means less carbon dioxide in                  
the air which is better for the environment. Bernie Sanders said: “For every $1 billion we invest in                  
public transportation, we create 30,000 jobs, save thousands of dollars a year for each commuter,               
and dramatically cut greenhouse gas emissions.” Public transport also gives out carbon dioxide to              
the air but only so much that the plants have enough of it to make their food called Glucose and                    
produce oxygen for us to breathe. This process is called photosynthesis. And when all of this                
happens we save lots of energy too! “The environmental crisis arises from a fundamental fault: our                
systems of production - in industry, agriculture, energy and transportation - essential as they are,               
make people sick and die.” Barry Common. 
Paragraph 3 
 
For this paragraph I do not have a reason that fits to all of my examples so I decided to just state                      
my opinion, which is that public transport is better than car. For this reason I have a few different                   
examples and the first example is the costs: Kelly-Rose Bradford stated that perhaps at first               
glance local prices might be higher, but once you’ve factored in parking, charges, wear and tear                



and petrol costs it could even work out cheaper. Next example is socialization. Public transport               
can take more people so you could accidentally or even on purpose meet together in public                
transport vehicles. This reason is a normal and plain reason but it is still important. It is that cars                   
get stuck in traffic but public transport doesn’t. 
 
Conclusion 
 
I hope this text helped you think and understand that public transport is better than car. My                 
reasons for that are: public transport is better than car, better for the environment, and also there                 
are more options for public transport than car. So now go out there and convince people that they                  
should use public transport! 
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Comments: 
Emily, you have used some strong arguments to support your point of view and made good use of quotes.  
Most of the time you have used formal language, which is appropriate for this text type. However, 
sometimes you used an informal voice.  


